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Thanksgiving weekend saw five intrepid hikers and CAMC members decide to forego turkey, mashed potatoes, pumpkin pie and
football and head up into the hills. Our objective was Lost Guide Lake, about a 20 km trek from the Hummingbird Creek horseback
staging area. The crew was led by Sylvia and included Claudette, Sandy, Steve & Neil. The date had been moved around a bit due
to conflicting schedules so maybe that (and missing turkey and football) limited our numbers.

We left from the parking lot about 10am and within seconds had the first of three creek / river crossings. Damn was that water
cold! There were a couple inches of snow on the ground and perhaps that and the river crossings made our progress up the Ram
River drainage a bit slower than had been planned for. But the day was sunny, bright and a bit crisp, maybe zero to a couple degrees below. The trail was pretty level (maybe a few hundred meters of altitude gain) but the horse-tracked trail was challenging in
places.

We didn’t see much wildlife – couple of partridges,
but saw lots of tracks – birds, bear, even wolf.
There was only one other set of hikers on the trail
with us.
We set camp about 4:30 in the afternoon as the sun
was starting to set. Tents were pitched on maybe
three inches of snow.
Overnight there was freezing rain, which turned to
snow in the early morning. I swear the temp must
have got down to minus-ten or colder, as I shivered
myself awake at least three times. Breakfast was a
little quiet with talk about the weather (the skies
had become leaden and wet and looked socked-in,
at least as much as you could tell in the valley.) The
decision was made to head back out, in the interests of safety and comfort. The only other trail user
we saw was a couple riding in to do some sheep
hunting. We got back to the vehicle about 2:00-ish
and headed to Nordegg for lunch.
Our objective was not achieved but it was still a
great couple days for a walk in the bush, a fun time
and an adventure with some great people.

